
Ecology Project International’s (EPI) Yellowstone program 
provides multi-day, inquiry-based, field science courses for 
middle and high school students in the Greater Yellowstone 
Ecosystem (GYE). This year, despite COVID-19, a total of 129 
participants attended 10 Yellowstone Wildlife and Winter 
Ecology courses. 
 

EPI Yellowstone students used hands-on research and 
conservation service as lenses through which to understand 
ecological dynamics and management issues important to 
the GYE. The Yellowstone program concentrates on building 
participants’ environmental literacy and inspires thoughtful 
ecological engagement long after the course.

2020 HIGHLIGHTS

FIELD RESEARCH
Bison Populations in Yellowstone National Park
The bison population in Yellowstone National Park (YNP) 
continues to grow, despite 
having access to a limited 
amount of habitat and facing a 
legally-imposed annual 
population target managed by 
the National Park Service. 

EPI Yellowstone participants 
contributed 861 hours of 
research to YNP’s long-term 
bison study, “Home on the 
Range,” which seeks to 
understand the impact of bison 
on grasslands, and how 
ungulates (bison, elk, pronghorn, bighorn sheep, and mule 
deer) share limited resources in winter. 
  

Students used radio telemetry equipment to track collared 
bison, classify herds of mixed ungulates, and collect fecal 
samples for analysis. Students also hauled grazing research 
equipment out of the field so it would be easier for the YNP 
Bison Team to redeploy after snowmelt.

FIELD PROGRAM AT-A-GLANCE

87 LOCAL PARTICIPANTS

42 VISITING PARTICIPANTS

1,360 HOURS OF RESEARCH &
CONSERVATION SERVICE
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CONSERVATION SERVICE
Pronghorn Habitat Connectivity
Pronghorn are unable to jump cattle fencing, so students worked 
with the National Parks Conservation Association to remove or 
retrofit fencing on private lands to allow pronghorn passage to 
their winter range outside Yellowstone National Park.
  

Invasive Plant Removal
Invasives displace native plant species and affect fire frequency and 
distribution, herbivore foraging activity, and abundance of wildlife. 
EPI students worked with partners at the Custer-Gallatin National 
Forest to remove invasive species and prevent their spread. 

A STUDENT LISTENS FOR A 
SIGNAL FROM A COLLARED BISON



The state of Montana was under a shelter-in-place order from 
March 26 to June 1, and all of our courses were cancelled during 
that time. Despite pandemic-related setbacks, EPI Yellowstone 
managed to safely deliver ten highly impactful courses, including 
seven courses for students and teachers living in the Greater 
Yellowstone Ecosystem (GYE).
.

Our pre- and post-course evaluations consistently show the 
substantial impact our courses have on students’ science and 
social-emotional learning. This year, EPI Yellowstone students 
experienced a 14% average increase in environmental literacy. 
However, the words of our students may best illustrate our 
programs’ holistic influence on the youth we are fortunate 
enough to work with.

STUDENT STORIES

NOTABLE

STUDENTS FROM THE GATEWAY COMMUNITY OF GARDINER, MONTANA, 
COLLECT FECAL SAMPLES FOR YNP RESEARCH

PROGRAM IMPACTS

Bitterroot Wildlife Internship Program
For the 7th year, EPI partnered with MPG Ranch to deliver 
the Bitterroot Wildlife Internship, a transformative program 
providing EPI alumni in Montana, Wyoming, and Idaho with 
an extended, immersive research and conservation service 
experience. EPI Yellowstone staff adapted the program for 
CDC COVID-19 guidelines, and 10 interns attended their 
modified 20-day internship on a 15,000 acre ranch managed 
for biodiversity in Montana’s Bitterroot Valley. Interns 
collected data for and publicly presented their independent 
research projects to the larger community through creative 
presentations and question and answer sessions via Zoom.

“I learned about the impact 
of weeds on the ecosystem 
and how they are affected 
by climate... I realized the 
importance of service for 
the maintenance of public 
lands, especially in staying 
ahead of invasive species.”

 - Danny, Wolf Point, MT

Helping Educators Create Inclusive Environments
EPI Yellowstone Program Manager Rachel Garwin 
recently won a scholarship to attend ee360’s Community 
Engagement: Guidelines for Excellence Train-the-Trainer 
Workshop. Rachel learned about best practices for engaging 
community partners, creating inclusive communities, and 
aligning program needs with participant goals. As a result, 
Rachel created an educational session entitled, “Helping 
Educators Create Inclusive Environments - A Training 
Approach,” and plans to share her knowledge at a future 
Montana Environmental Educators Association conference.

“I am more aware of climate change and how 
it can affect Yellowstone now. I also learned 
a lot about wolves and 
bison, how they have been 
hunted. My views have 
changed a bit on bison 
and wolves, and I learned 
to see both sides better, 
from tourists to hunters 
and ranchers.”
            - Shelby, Gardiner, MT

Fort Peck Reservation Relationships
For the 10th year, EPI partnered with the Wolf 
Point School District to provide field science 
programming for students living on the Fort Peck 
Reservation. With heavily adapted programming to ensure 
student safety, six students from the Reservation attended a 
five-day immersive field science program in early July. 

This year, EPI also built a relationship with the Chanté 
Project, a college and career readiness program 
administered through Fort Peck Community College, 
which serves four high school districts on the Reservation. 
Although the two scheduled courses were cancelled due to 
COVID-19, EPI looks forward to working with the students of 
the Chanté Project as soon as it is safe to do so again.

Like so many in the global community, EPI faced uncharted waters 
due to the outbreak of COVID-19. Due to the virus, EPI was forced 
to cancel most of our more than 100 planned field science courses 
for 2020. In April, we reduced staff by 60%, but retained core staff 
who strategically adapted all aspects of programming for the 
safety of our students and communities. Our Board of Directors 
and Executive and Development teams continue to work hard to 
harness our 20 years of education experience and strategically pivot 
within our mission of inspiring and empowering youth through 
immersive experiences with nature and science. We are incredibly 
grateful to our funders, most of whom have allowed funding to be 
unrestricted so that EPI can forge a path through and beyond the 
pandemic.

COVID-19


